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ABSTRACT 

For a recently proposed concept combining acoustic 
echo cancellat.ion (.4EC) and adapt.ive beamforming 
microphone arrays (ABMAs), crucial design and con- 
trol issues are discussed. For ABMAs, data-indepen- 
dent and data-dependent beamforming algorithms are 
considered. While the actual signal processing of AB- 
MA and AEC can be largely decoupled, efficient im- 
plementations benefit from control mechanisms over- 
viewing the entire system. Key design parameters for 
t.ypical microphone array applications are discussed. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For hands-free communication it is sometimes desira- 

ble to employ a microphone array (MA) instead of a 
single microphone (SM) because a MA can direct a 
‘beam’ of increased sensitivity to the desired source 
and suppress unwanted sources from other directions 
[ 1: 2, 31. However, for full-duplex communication, MAs 
usually do not eliminate the need for AEC for three 
masons [1]: First,, due to t.he larger distance between 
local talkers and MA. the array input gain must be 
larger than for a SM positioned next to the talker, and 
the acoustic echo is amplified correspondingly. Second, 
the directivity gain of a MA is limited, especially for 
low frequencies and near-field conditions [2, 3, 5: 6, 71. 
Third, null-steering to the loudspeaker for maximum 
echo attenuation is effective in nonreverberant environ- 
ments [‘L] or for noise sources in the near-field [8], hut, 
generally not in reverberant environments [7]. 

A generic scheme for combining AEC and ABMA 
is outlined in Fig.1 [4]: The basic idea of the concept 
is the decomposition of the beamforming into a 
time-invariant. beamforming and a time-variant voting 

stage. As detailed in [4], this decomposition is ne- 
cessary to prevent the tirne-variance of the BF from 
obstructing the identification of the echo path: With 
a time-variant BF as part of the echo path, the AEC 
would have to find a new echo path model whenever 
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Fig. 1: General structure combining ABMAs and AEC 

the adaptive BF changes its parameters. Thus, no echo 

attenuation could be assured when it is needed most: 
during the transition from remote to local talker acti- 
vity! or vice-versa, and during double-talk situations. 

The time-invariant BF produces 1, so-called ‘talker 
beams’ from N 2 L microphone signals, so that the 
AEC unit sees L acoustic echo paths which incorpora- 
te a time-invariant BF filtering each. Thus, the AEC 
corresponds simply to an L-fold SM echo cancella.ti- 
on (EC) problem. As a consequence, we can apply all 
AEC structures which are known for the SM cast. This 
includes subband/frequency/transform-domain struc- 
tures for modelling the echo path and the respective 
varieties of adaptation algorithms (see e.g. [9? lo]). 

2 GENERIC STRUCTURES 

For both data-dependent and data-independent BF al- 

gorithms [l] we present general structures for the com- 
bination of AEC and ABMAs and discuss their basic 
properties. 

2.1 Beamsteering (BF-I) with AEC 

For beamsteering, a set of M fixed beam signals is com- 
puted independently of the array input data (‘data- 
independent BF’ [l]), and the output of the beam- 
former is a weighted sum of these beams wit.h time- 
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variant, weights accounting for the acLive talkers (vo- 
ting) [ll, 12, 13]l. BP-1 inherently provides the desi- 
red separation into a time-invariant and a time-variant 
stage. To minimize the number of beams for the AEC, 

we introduce a mapping of the A4 fixed-beam signals 
onto the L talker beams whenever L < M < N (Fig.2). 
\Yhile the fixed BF will be designed t,o cover all possi- 
ble talker positions in the given environment, the map- 
ping should only pass on beams which are used in the 
current session. For maximum spatial selectivity, the 

continuously learnt! one for each talker. Aft.er major 
changes, the coefficients of the fixed filters in the si- 
gnal path are updated accordingly. In pa.rallel, L fixed 
sets of BF filters are simultaneously operating on the 
hi microphone signals to produce the desired ‘talker 

beam’ signals. The L-channel AEC problem and the 
voting remains the same as wit.h the BF-I structure. 
As with BF-I, the fixed BF for each of the L talkers 
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Figure 2: BF-I with AEC 

mapping should select one fixed beam or a linear com- 
binat.ion of two neighboring fixed beams per talker’. 
For details on initialization and constraints see [4]. 

2.2 Statistically optimum beamform- 
ing (BF-II) with AEC 

Data-dependent, adaptjive BF methods aim at minimi- 
zing a statistical error criterion and filter the micro- 
phone signals accordingly (e.g. Generalized Sidelobe 
Canceler (GSC), Frost beamformer, c.f. [l]). Charac- 
teristically, the parameters of these systems are conti- 
nually changing over time in order to converge to op- 
timum filter coefficients. A constraint fun&on assures 
that the desired signal is not cancelled [2, 5! 61. If the 
current. talker posit,ion is not known to the BF, the 
parameters of the constraint function (e.g. steering 
delays) have to be identified before an opt,imum beam 
can be formed. 

For combining BF-II with AEC (Fig.2.2), we mo- 
ve t,he a.da.ptive part of the data-dependent BF into 

a control path, where L optimum BF filters sets are 

‘Note that all beam signals are meant to cover the entire 

frrquency range of interest. Accounting for the wideband nature 

of speech and audio signals, nested arrays are usually employed, 

wh~e outputs may be filtered as an ensemble (14 or as subarrays 

[ll. 12. 71 before yielding a wideband beam signal. Fractional 

delay BF for increased spatial resolution is also covered by our 

model. 

‘If in some applications more talkers than beam signals may 

be active (L 2 M), e.g. in an auditorium, the mapping is 

omitted. 
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Figure 3: BF-II with AEC 

must be initialized and should be updated only when 

the adaptive BF performs significantly better than the 
established fixed BF for the active talker. Initialization 

usually includes the localization of the desired sources 
before the adaptive BF algorithm converges t.o an ef- 
ficient BF configuration for each talker (c.f. [5, 171). 
Other aspects were already discussed in [4]. 

2.3 AEC 

As the AEC is reduced to an L-channel system identi- 
fication problem, the choice of the model structure and 
the corresponding adaptation algorithm is determined 
by the same factors as in the SM case: desired conver- 

gence speed and echo attenuation requirements must 
be balanced with constraints on group delay and hard- 
ware. The length of the impulse reponse, which has to 
be modeled for each talker beam, is determined by the 
acoustic echo path and the fixed BF filter. While the 
impulse response length for the acoustic path should be 

slightly shorter than in the SM case [4, 151, the impulse 
response length of the BF filter will lead to an increa- 

sed total length of the adaptive filter: The BF filters 

will include steering delays, interpolation filtering for 
fractional delay realization, and possibly transform de- 
lays if the BF is performed in a transform domain (e.g. 
[16]). Considering that the steering delays simulate a 
physical movement of the array. t.he largest distances 
(of the outermost sensors) will still be short relative to 
the acoustic echo path lengths that have to be mode- 
led. For interpolation usually not more than 8 samples 
are used [12]. In addition, the BF filter has to inclu- 
de frequency-selective filtering for BF-1 systems with 
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nested arrays, or the optimum BF filters for BF-II sy- 
st,ems. Both kinds of filters are generally FIR filters of 
length Lh 5 128 (e.g. [7, 161) or low order IIR filters 
[l’t]. As a result,, t,he impulse response for the fixed BF 
will still remain short relative to the acoustic path, as 
long as no high-resolution transform is used for BF in 
conjunction with a short, acoust,ic path. 

3 CONTROL MECHANISMS 

While ABMAs and AEC are extensively researched 

areas on their own, we concentrate here on cont#rol me- 
cha.nisrns for their combination, elaborat,ing some of 
the iiiethods described in [4]. 

3.1 Talker activity detection 

The detection of talker activity is crucial for both AEC 
and BF. .4EC relies on it for controlling the speed of 
adaptation, and BF needs it for voting and to identify 
periods when mapping for BF-I or optimum BF for BF- 

II can be learned. As in SM concepts, talker activity 
is classified by primarily evaluating the short-term and 
mid-term average power of loudspeaker and micropho- 

ne signals. respectively [12, 131. The spatial resolution 
of bearnforming MAs provides additional information: 
The averaged power of the beam signals will show a 
typical pattern for each spatially fixed source such as a 
loudspeaker, which can then be distinguished from the 
patterns of other sources. For detecting double-t.alk 
situations, the spatial information proved more relia- 
hle than correlation techniques as commonly used for 
SM systerns. Moreover, evaluating the envelope of the 

‘beam signals over time, high-level noise sources can be 
spatially separated from speech-like signals as long as 
i.hey produce stationary envelopes. 

3.2 Voting 

‘l’hc vot.ing algorithm derives the array output signal 
from a weighted linear combination of L beam signals. 
Equally for BF-J and BF-II, the time-variant weights 
are chosen to allow a fast reactsion to newly active local 

sources! while at the same time avoiding the percep- 
t.ion of switching noise [la]. Typically, a sigmoid-like 
gain function provides a fast and smooth attack, whe- 
reas the time constant for releasing a beam must be 

considerably longer. For maximum spatial select,ivity, 
only one beam signal per talker should have a nonzero 
weight in the stationary case (for details see, e.g. [12]). 
The weights will in practice also incorporate other gain 
factors as debermined by loss insertion algorithms and 
automatic gain control (AGC) devices. 

When entering a ‘far-end talk only’ period, voting 
strategies between two extremes will be used: Either 
one stays wit.h t,he most recently active local talker be- 

am or the weights are gradually changed t,o arrive at 

an average over all L talker beams. The latter pro- 
vides the often desired uniform coverage of the enti- 
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re local environment to the remote party. Weighting 
strategies which exploit varying echo attenuation over 
different talker beams to maximize overall echo atte- 

nuation subject to a constant gain constraint, may give 
a disturbing spatial impression to the remote end par- 
ty. Instead, we propose to simply ensure the required 
echo attenuation by inserting uniform loss for all be- 
ams with nonzero weights. 

3.3 AEC 

Let us recall that, .4EC algorithms basically consist of 
a filtering part for producing echo estimates and an ad- 
aptation part to identify the current echo path, both of 

which imply considerable computational load. If com- 
putational cost is not an issue, all L ECs should pro- 
duce echo estimates and be adapted in parallel during 
all ‘far-end talk only’ periods. For demanding adapta- 
tion algorithms like RLS [lo] and/or with limited re- 
sources, alternating or reduced-rate adaptation of the 
L adaptive filters (or some of them) may be required 
to save computational load. Larger savings are obtai- 
ned if the voting information is taken into account: 
Echo estimates are only needed for talker beams with 

nonzero weight. (However, if the echo path of cur- 
rently unused beams should always be identified for 
later use, filtering is still a prerequisite.) For minimum 

computational cost for AEC, one will select only the 
dominant talker beam in the voting stage and corre- 
spondingly operate only one adaptive filter of the AEC 
unit at a time. Srnooth transitions of the voting from 
one talker beam to another can still be obtained, but, 
require extra loss insertion: Instead of producing echo 
estimates for several talker beams, all talker bearns ex- 
cept for the dominant are simply attenuated during 
the weight transition in order to ensure a prescribed 

amount of echo attenuation. As for the SM case, esti- 
mating t.he current echo path attenuation provided by 
AEC during far-end ta.lk remains indispensable for de- 
termining the amount of required supplementary loss 
(notably during initial convergence, at changes of the 
acoustic path, and when the mapping for BF-I or the 
fixed BF of BF-II is updated). 

4 DESIGN EXAMPLES 

For efficient designs minimum computational comple- 

xity has to be combined with optimum performan- 

ce. This means here that a minimum number of tal- 
ker beams should provide perfect coverage of the local 
sources, and that t.he attenuation of the acoustic echo 
should be achieved at minimum computational cost by 
the AEC with a minimum of loss insertion. 

For car telephony, MAs using GSC with typically 
7 to 10 sensors [5. 171, have mainly be investiga.ted for 
speech recognition applications so far. When using the 

BE-11 concept for hands-free full-duplex telephony, the 
requirernents for AEC are essentially the same as for a 

SM, as long as only a single adaptive filter is operat#ed 
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at any time. Although the directivity gain of the array 
is not completely out.weighed by the increased average 
microphone distance relative to an optimally placed 
SM, the incorporation of the BF into the echo path 
model leads to an AEC impulse response of comparable 
length as for a S&I. 

For desktop teleconferencing, MAs compete with 
multi-channel systems, offering the advantage of requi- 
ring less sensors when large groups communicate. Both 
BF concepts have already been applied (c.f. [13] for 

BF-I or [2] for BF-II) with a small number of sensors 
(N=2...4)soth t a no mapping for BF-I is needed. If 
:1’ 2 L as suggested in [13]: the AEC unit should act 
direct.ly on the microphone outputs. Assuming seated 

participants, the BF filters must be updated very in- 

frequently and, as the echo paths will remain relatively 

stable most of the time, it will suffice to adapt the AEC 
at, a reduced rate. As high quality is required for the 
AEC, the filtering should be performed for all beams 
with nonzero weights. 

For videoconferencing, MAs mounted to a wall 
or to the ceiling again compete with multi-channel sy- 

stems (see, e.g. [18]). With nested beamsteering subar- 
rays (BF-I) using N = 15, ,25 microphones [12, 3, 71 
up to J4 = 7 beams are formed: which cover typical- 
ly I, = 2.. .5 talkers. In [4] we showed that the re- 
quirements for each AEC channel will be at least as 

complex as for an individual microphone given to each 
participant, and the quality demands will necessit.ate 
continuous adaptation of the AEC for each talker be- 
am. 

For an auditorium as described in [ll] using a pla- 
nar array (BF-I, N = 380, L = M = 27), the AEC 
problem is scaled up along three parameters compa- 
ted to a teleconferencing studio: increased reverbera- 
tion t,ime demands longer impulse responses, increased 
talker-array distance provides extra echo gain deman- 
ding even longer impulse responses, and the large L 
requires more adaptive filters. Voting-selected filte- 
ring and reduced-rate adaptation are needed to keep 
the computat.ional load within realizable dimensions. 
Nevertheless. loudspeaker directivity and room design 

will remain of great importance for t.his application, if 
loss insertion is to be minimized. 
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